ORDERING INFORMATION

"We'll go out of our way to keep you covered."

COMPANY
CONTACT
FAX # ( )
PHONE # ( )

PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS: (Round & 4-Sided Bellows)
A  BELLOW OUTSIDE DIAMETER
B  BELLOW INSIDE DIAMETER
C  MAXIMUM LENGTH (CLOSED LENGTH PLUS STROKE)
D  MINIMUM LENGTH (OR SPACE AVAILABLE)
E  STROKE
F  COLLAR INSIDE DIAMETER
G  LENGTH
H  COLLAR INSIDE DIAMETER
I  LENGTH
MUST INCLUDE: □ MOUNTING GROMMETS
MUST BE RESISTANT TO: □ DIRT □ DUST □ SAND □ OIL □ WATER SERVICE TEMP

PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS: (Wayguards)

OW  OUTSIDE WIDTH
IW  INSIDE WIDTH
EL  EXTENDED LENGTH
ML  MINIMUM LENGTH FOR CLOSED GUARD
IH  INSIDE HEIGHT
A  HEIGHT OF FOLD
□ FLANGE REQUIRED

B  USUALLY SAME AS A, IF DIFFERENT
C  USUALLY SAME AS A, IF DIFFERENT
D  OUTSIDE GUARD HEIGHT
E  V-WAY ANGLE

ADDITIONAL CONSTRUCTION DIMENSIONS

F
G
H

FAX OR EMAIL THIS SHEET TO:
920-923-4773
INFO@OTCO.COM

Service and convenience are a priority at OTCO!
51 Hollander Court • Fond du Lac, WI 54937
Phone: 920 923 4780 / 800 537 6861